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Abstract. CellHash [3] and SubHash [4] were suggested by J. Daemen,
R. Govaerts and J. Vandewalle in 1991 and 1992. SubHash is an improved
version from CellHash. They have 257-bit internal state and 256-bit hash
output. In this paper, we show a preimage attack on CellHash (SubHash)
with the complexity 2129+t and the memory 2128−t for any t (with the
complexity about 2242 and the memory size 217 ). Even though we modify
them in a famous way, we show that we can find a preimage on the
modified CellHash (the modified SubHash) with the complexity 2200 and
the memory size 259 (with the complexity about 2242 and the memory
size 217 ).
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Introduction.

Since MD4-style hash functions were broken [7–12], nowadays the research on
new structures different from MD4-style structure is required. CellHash [3] and
SubHash [4] are different structures from MD4-style hash functions. Even though
they were suggested more than 15 years ago, there is no security evaluation on
them. In this paper, we describe preimage attacks on them. Even though we
add the feedforward process on them that an input intermediate value XOR
with its output intermediate value, we show that we can find their preimages
with complexity less than exhaustive search. This means that they have weak
structures. So this paper’s results provide the design principle of hash function
to hash function designers. For example, based on this result, we recommend
that a simple invertible structure-repeated hash functions such as CellHash and
SubHash have the size of internal state two times longer at least than the output
size of hash function. Parallel FFT-Hashing [6] and RadioGatún [1] are such a
case.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we explain SubHash
and CellHash. And then, in section 3, we show the preimage attacks on them.
In section 4, we describe the strengthened versions of SubHash and CellHash. In
section 5, we show that we still can find the preimage attacks on their strengthened versions. Finally, we conclude.
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CellHash and SubHash

CellHash and SubHash have 257-bit internal state and 256-bit hash output.
They use only bit-wise operations and permutation in order to implement them
efficiently in hardware. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show CellHash and SubHash algorithms.
Message padding methods for them are as follows : In case of CellHash, the
message is extended with the minimum number of 0’s so that its length in bits
is at least 248 and congruent to 24 modulo 32. The number of bits added in
represented in a byte that is subsequently appended, most significant bit first
[3]. In case of SubHash, the message is extended with a number p of 0-bits so that
its length in bits is a multiple of 32 and 0 6 p < 32. Subsequently the message is
extended with 1 32-bit word representing the value 232 − 1 − p, most significant
bit first [4]. And CellHash and SubHash use each 32-bit message block eight
times, which seems to make CellHash and SubHash secure against preimage and
collision attacks because MD4-style hash functions use each message block just
four or five times. However, we show that we can find preimages of them with
less complexity than the exhaustive search even though they use each message
many times because their compression function structures have weaknesses.
CellHash(M ) = o0 ||o1 || · · · ||o255 (256-bit hash output)
M is the padded message for which M = m0 ||m1 || · · · ||mn−1 and each mi is 32-bit.
1.
2.

For
For
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

i = 0, ... ,256 Do hi := ci (c0 || · · · ||c256 is the 257-bit initial value.)
j = 1, ... ,n Do
(: Round j − 1)
a0 ||a1 || · · · ||a255 = mj−1 ||mjmodn || · · · ||mj+6modn , each ai is 1-bit.
hi = hi ⊕ (hi+1 ∨ hi+2 ), 0 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
h0 = h0
hi = hi−3 ⊕ hi ⊕ hi+3 , 0 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
hi = hi ⊕ ai−1 , 1 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
hi = h10∗i , 0 6 i < 257 (in parallel)

3.

Output o0 ||o1 || · · · ||o255 = ht ||ht+1 || · · · ||ht+255 where t = 0 or t = 1.
Fig. 1. CellHash Algorithm.
.
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Preimage Attacks on CellHash and SubHash

In this section, we describe preimage attacks on CellHash and SubHash. These
attacks are based on the concept of Meet-in-the-Middle Attack. Firstly, we introduce the concept of Meet-in-the-Middle Attack for finding a preimage of hash
function. We have to measure the complexity. So we define the complexity 1 as
the time complexity for simulating eight rounds because each message word is
applied eight times.

SubHash(M ) = o0 ||o1 || · · · ||o255 (256-bit hash output)
M is the padded message for which M = m0 ||m1 || · · · ||mn−1 and each mi is 32-bit.
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

For
For
For
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
For
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
For
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5

i = 0, ... ,256 Do hi := ci (c0 || · · · ||c256 is the 257-bit initial value.)
i = 0, ... ,255 Do ai := 0
j = 0, ... ,n − 1 Do
(: Round j)
a0 ||a1 || · · · ||a31 = mj and a32 ||a33 || · · · ||a255 = a0 ||a1 || · · · ||a223 (in parallel)
hi = hi ⊕ (hi+1 ∨ hi+2 ), 0 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
h0 = h0
hi = hi ⊕ hi+3 ⊕ hi+8 , 0 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
hi = hi ⊕ ai−1 , 1 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
hi = h12∗i , 0 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
j = 0, ... ,7 Do
(: Round j + n)
hi = hi ⊕ (hi+1 ∨ hi+2 ), 0 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
h0 = h0
hi = hi ⊕ hi+3 ⊕ hi+8 , 0 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
hi = h12∗i , 0 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
j = 0, ... ,15 Do
(: Round j + n + 8)
hi = hi ⊕ (hi+1 ∨ hi+2 ), 0 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
h0 = h0
hi = hi ⊕ hi+3 ⊕ hi+8 , 0 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
hi = h12∗i , 0 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
oj || · · · ||oj+15 = h11,24,37,48,60,73,84,98,117,130,143,154,168,200,235,249

Output o0 ||o1 || · · · ||o255 .
Fig. 2. SubHash Algorithm.
.

Meet-in-the-Middle Attack
We consider the iterated hash function construction such as Merkle-Damgård
construction like Fig. 3. We also assume that it takes the complexity 1 to simulate
f . In Fig. 3, given a hash output o, we want to find its preimage. When the
output size is 257-bit and it takes the complexity 2257 to find a preimage of f , it
also takes the complexity 2257 to find a preimage of the iterated hash function.
When it takes the complexity 1 to find a preimage of f , we can find a preimage of
the iterated hash function with using the meet-in-the-middle attack. We assume
that x1 and x2 are independent from x3 and x4 . Given an output o, we choose
randomly x3 and x4 and compute the corresponding value in ∗ in Fig. 3 and
store them in table. Like this, we get 2128−t cases (Here, we assume that xi has
64-bit size at least). Similarly, from x1 and x2 we compute the corresponding
value s in ∗ in Fig. 3. If s is in the table, we can get a preimage of o. According
to the birthday paradox, in order to get one preimage we have to compute s
from random x1 and x2 2129+t times. Therefore, we can get a preimage with the
complexity 2 · 2129+t + 2 · 2128−t and the momory size 2128−t .
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Fig. 3. Merkle-Damgård Construction in case of 4 block-message. IV is the initial value.

When it takes the complexity 2s to find a preimage of f , we can find a
preimage with using the meet-in-the-middle attack. We assume that x1 and x2
are independent from x3 and x4 . Given an output o, we choose randomly x3
and x4 and compute the corresponding value in ∗ in Fig. 3 and store them in
table. Like this, we get 2128−t cases with the complexity 2s+128−t (Here, we
assume that xi has 64-bit size at least). Similarly, from x1 and x2 we compute
the corresponding value s in ∗ in Fig. 3. If s is in the table, we can get a preimage
of o. According to the birthday paradox, In order to get one preimage we have to
compute s from random x1 and x2 2129+t times. Therefore, we can get a preimage
with the complexity 2 · 2129+t + 2 · 2s+128−t and the momory size 2128−t . When
s = 139 and t = 69, we can find a preimage with the complexity 2200 and the
momory size 259 .
Easy to invert Step 2.2 of CellHash in Fig. 1 and Step 3.2, 4.1, 5.1 of
SubHash Fig. 2
Except Step 2.2 in CellHash, Step 2.3-2.6 of CellHash are linear parts, which are
easy to invert. Step 2.4 is invertible if the size of the intermediate value is no mul-

tiple of 9 [3]. We focus on Step 2.2. Step 2.2 is invertible if the size of the intermediate value is odd [3]. We want to find an input 257-bit h0 ||h1 || · · · ||h256 when we
are given an output value of Step 2.2 (We denote the value by b0 ||b1 || · · · ||b256 .).

b0 = h0 ⊕ (h1 ∨ h2 )
b1 = h1 ⊕ (h2 ∨ h3 )
b2 = h2 ⊕ (h3 ∨ h4 )
..
.
b254 = h254 ⊕ (h255 ∨ h256 )
b255 = h255 ⊕ (h256 ∨ h0 )
b256 = h256 ⊕ (h0 ∨ h1 )
From last equation, we try to compute. We guess h0 and h1 , then h256 is
determined. Then h255 is determined. Similarly, all other values are also determined. Only we check if guessed h0 and h1 satisfy first and second equations.
Since h0 and h1 can be one among (0,0), (0,1), (1,0) and (1,1), it is enough to
check 4 times at most. Step 3.2, 4.1, 5.1 of SubHash Fig. 2 is also computed
in the same way. Therefore, we can say that it is possible to invert Step 2.2 of
CellHash in Fig. 1 and Step 3.2, 4.1, 5.1 of SubHash Fig. 2 with complexity 1.
Preimage Attack on CellHash
Each 32-bit message word is applied eight times. We denote Step 2.1-2.6 by f .
Then we can describe CellHash like Fig. 4. We denote j-th round 256-bit input
message by Xj = mjmodn ||mj+1modn || · · · ||mj+7modn .
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Fig. 4. Message Input Method of CellHash.

Now we try to find a preimage of any given hash output o. Our target padded
message is m0 ||m1 || · · · ||m31 such that n = 32. Among the message (corresponding to X0 ∼ X31 ), we give fixed 256-bit values to X0 and X16 , which means that
m0 ||m1 || · · · ||m7 and m16 ||m17 || · · · ||m23 are fixed. Then, we can know that when
we give random values to X8 and X24 , the values of X0 ∼ X16 (which depend
only on X8 ) are independent from the values of X17 ∼ X31 (which depend only



on X16 ). Therefore, we can apply the meet-in-the-middle attack in output position of Round 16. As described above, Therefore, we can get a preimage with
the complexity 2 · 2129+t + 2 · 2128−t and the momory size 2128−t . When t = 0,
we can get a preimage with the complexity 2131 and the momory size 2128 .
Preimage Attack on SubHash
Each 32-bit message word is applied eight times. We denote j-th round 256-bit
input message by Xj = mj ||mj−1 || · · · ||mj−7 where m−1 = m−2 = · · · = m−7 =
032 . Our target padded message is m0 ||m1 || · · · ||m23 (n = 24). We know that
a given hash output are computed from last sixteen rounds, Round 32∼47. In
other words, a 256-bit hash output is the concatenation of partial informations
(16 bits per each round) of outputs of last sixteen rounds. So we know 16 bits
among 257-bit output of Round 32. Here, we focus on unknown 241 bits among
257-bit output of Round 32. We find the unknown 241 bits of output of Round
32 satisfying the remaining 240 bits among 256-bit hash output with complexity
2·2240 where sixteen rounds correspond to the complexity 2 (we already know 16bit of the hash output). Now we have 257-bit output of Round 32 from whom the
given hash output is obtained. Then we get the output of Round 23 by inverting
the 257-bit output of Round 32. Then we can apply the meet-in-the-middle
attack like the preimage attack on CellHash as follows. Among the message
(corresponding to X0 ∼ X23 ), we give fixed 256-bit values to X15 , which means
that m15 ||m14 || · · · ||m8 are fixed. Then, we can know that when we give random
values to X7 and X23 , the values of X0 ∼ X15 (which depend only on X7 )
are independent from the values of X16 ∼ X23 (which depend only on X23 ).
Therefore, we can apply the meet-in-the-middle attack in output position of
Round 15. As described above, we can get a preimage with the complexity 2 ·
2129+t + 1 · 2128−t and the momory size 2128−t . So, we can find a preimage of
a given hash output with total complexity 2241 + 2 · 2129+t + 1 · 2128−t and the
memory size 2128−t . In case of t = 111, we can find a preimage of a given hash
output with complexity 2242 and the memory size 217 .
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The Strengthened Versions of CellHash and SubHash

CellHash and SubHash have inverting-easy round functions. On the other hand,
in order to make the inverse difficult, MD4-style hash functions use the feedforward operation that the input intermediate is added to the output intermediate
in each compression function. In case of block-cipher based hash functions such
as PGV construction [2, 5], XOR operation is used as the feedforward operation.
Therefore it is required to check the security of CellHash and SubHash with
the feedforward operation. In case of CellHash and SubHash, there is no addition operation because they use only bit-wise operations and the permutation.
So, we consider their strengthened versions of CellHash and SubHash which use
the feedforward operation with XOR. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the strengthened
versions of CellHash and SubHash.

modCellHash(M ) = o0 ||o1 || · · · ||o255 (256-bit hash output)
M is the padded message for which M = m0 ||m1 || · · · ||mn−1 and each mi is 32-bit.
1.
2.

For
For
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8

i = 0, ... ,256 Do hi := ci (c0 || · · · ||c256 is the 257-bit initial value.)
j = 1, ... ,n Do
(: Round j − 1)
zi = hi , 0 6 i < 257
a0 ||a1 || · · · ||a255 = mj−1 ||mjmodn || · · · ||mj+6modn , each ai is 1-bit.
hi = hi ⊕ (hi+1 ∨ hi+2 ), 0 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
h0 = h0
hi = hi−3 ⊕ hi ⊕ hi+3 , 0 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
hi = hi ⊕ ai−1 , 1 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
hi = h10∗i , 0 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
hi = hi ⊕ zi , 0 6 i < 257

3.

Output o0 ||o1 || · · · ||o255 = ht ||ht+1 || · · · ||ht+255 where t = 0 or t = 1.
Fig. 5. The Strengthened CellHash Algorithm.
.
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Preimage Attacks on the Strengthened Versions of
CellHash and SubHash

Inverting Problem of Round Function of strengthened versions of
CellHash and SubHash
In case of the strengthened CellHash, Section 2.1-2.8 of Fig. 5 is the round function. Since Step 2.4-2.8 are linear, given an output of the round function, we
can get the output of Step 2.3 which is represented by the linear combinations
of h0 ∼ h256 . We want to find an input 257-bit h0 ||h1 || · · · ||h256 when we are
given an output value of Step 2.3 which is represented by the linear combinations of h0 ∼ h256 . We denote the linear combination of i-th bit position by
Li (h0 , h1 , · · · , h256 ).
L0 (h0 , h1 , · · · , h256 ) = h0 ⊕ (h1 ∨ h2 )
L1 (h0 , h1 , · · · , h256 ) = h1 ⊕ (h2 ∨ h3 )
L2 (h0 , h1 , · · · , h256 ) = h2 ⊕ (h3 ∨ h4 )
..
.
L254 (h0 , h1 , · · · , h256 ) = h254 ⊕ (h255 ∨ h256 )
L255 (h0 , h1 , · · · , h256 ) = h255 ⊕ (h256 ∨ h0 )
L256 (h0 , h1 , · · · , h256 ) = h256 ⊕ (h0 ∨ h1 )
The right parts of above equations is nonlinear. We can expect that there is
one solution because the number of variables is same as that of equation. But,

modSubHash(M ) = o0 ||o1 || · · · ||o255 (256-bit hash output)
M is the padded message for which M = m0 ||m1 || · · · ||mn−1 and each mi is 32-bit.
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

For
For
For
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
For
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
For
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7

i = 0, ... ,256 Do hi := ci (c0 || · · · ||c256 is the 257-bit initial value.)
i = 0, ... ,255 Do ai := 0
j = 0, ... ,n − 1 Do
(: Round j)
zi = hi , 0 6 i < 257
a0 ||a1 || · · · ||a31 = mj and a32 ||a33 || · · · ||a255 = a0 ||a1 || · · · ||a223 (in parallel)
hi = hi ⊕ (hi+1 ∨ hi+2 ), 0 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
h0 = h0
hi = hi ⊕ hi+3 ⊕ hi+8 , 0 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
hi = hi ⊕ ai−1 , 1 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
hi = h12∗i , 0 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
hi = hi ⊕ zi , 0 6 i < 257
j = 0, ... ,7 Do
(: Round j + n)
zi = hi , 0 6 i < 257
hi = hi ⊕ (hi+1 ∨ hi+2 ), 0 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
h0 = h0
hi = hi ⊕ hi+3 ⊕ hi+8 , 0 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
hi = h12∗i , 0 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
hi = hi ⊕ zi , 0 6 i < 257
j = 0, ... ,15 Do
(: Round j + n + 8)
zi = hi , 0 6 i < 257
hi = hi ⊕ (hi+1 ∨ hi+2 ), 0 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
h0 = h0
hi = hi ⊕ hi+3 ⊕ hi+8 , 0 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
hi = h12∗i , 0 6 i < 257 (in parallel)
hi = hi ⊕ zi , 0 6 i < 257
oj || · · · ||oj+15 = h11,24,37,48,60,73,84,98,117,130,143,154,168,200,235,249

Output o0 ||o1 || · · · ||o255 .
Fig. 6. The Strengthened SubHash Algorithm.
.

we can not find the solution directly by Gaussian Elimination. Since each h2i
is related to two equations, we guess 129 values of h2i for 0 6 i 6 128. Then
above can be represented by the linear combination, so we can find the solution
by Gaussian Elimination. When the matrix is n, Gaussian Elimination method
requires n3 bit operations. When n = 257, we need 2573 bit operations. Since
each round of the strengthened SubHash use 7 × 257 bit operations at least and
the complexity 1 corresponds to eight rounds, 2573 bit operations corresponds to
the complexity 2573/(56×257) = 210.xx. Therefore, it takes about the complexity
210 × 2129 = 2139 to find the solution. In case of the modified SubHash, we can
apply in the same way.
Preimage Attack on the Strengthened CellHash
Attack method on the strengthened CellHash is similar to that on CellHash.
The inverting round function of CellHash takes the complexity 1, but that of
the strengthened CellHash takes the complexity 2139 . Therefore, as described
above, we can get a preimage with the complexity 2200 and the momory size 259 .
Preimage Attack on the Strengthened SubHash
Attack method on the strengthened SubHash is similar to that on SubHash.
The inverting round function of SubHash takes the complexity 1, but that of
the strengthened SubHash takes the complexity 2139 . Therefore, we can find a
preimage of a given hash output with total complexity 2241 +2·2129+t +2139 ·2128−t
and the memory size 2128−t . In case of t = 111, we can find a preimage of a given
hash output with complexity 2242 and the memory size 217 .

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we showed the preimage attacks on CellHash, SubHash and strengthened versions of CellHash and SubHash. This result shows that CellHash and
SubHash have weak round structures. So we recommend that a simple invertible
structure-repeated hash functions such as CellHash and SubHash have the size
of internal state two times longer at least than the output size of hash function.
For example, Parallel FFT-Hashing [6] and RadioGatún [1] are such a case.
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